
Africa Environment, Development, People 

Lecture 1: Physical Geography of Africa 

Tectonic Plate Structure 

 Africa broke from Gondwanaland about 250 mya 

 Southern and Eastern Africa has the ‘high’ land, central and western is ‘generally low’ 

 Africa has no major chain of mountains, such as the Rocky Mountains  (Atlas Mountains are 

smaller, as are mountains south and east of the Congo Basin) 

 This is because the region of the rift valley is the site of an incipient divergent plate boundary, 

rather than the convergent boundaries that have formed the Andes and Himalayas 

 Much of Africa south of the congo is actually a high plateau 

Specific Attributes 
 Soils: tend to be old and iron-rich, which forms a hard layer and the surface which is difficult to 

penetrate and not very productive without modern equipment  

 Rocks: many of them are metamorphic crystalline rocks which produce large mineral deposits, 

including gold, diamonds, copper, uranium 

 Rivers: major ones include the Niger, Congo, Nile, Orange and Zambezi 

 Rainfall: heaviest in the congo basin and tapers out to the north and south, being very 

unreliable near the southern sahel region. Rainfall patterns in the horn of Africa are also 

greatly complicated by the mountains in the region 

 Elevation: air temperature decreases with elevation by as much as 6.4°C per 1000m, hence 

explaining why many Europeans chose to settle in the eastern highlands in Kenya, Uganda 

Rainforests 
 Tropical rain forests cut the middle of the continent, taking up about 7% of sub-saharan africa  

 The Congo basin hosts the world’s second largest area of rain forest (after the Amazon), 

covering almost 2.6 million sq km. Highest biodiversity spots in Africa, including more than 

eight thousand plant species, most native, plus endangered gorillas, etc 

 Largely historically populated by pygmies who gained most of their nutrition through hunting 

and seldom practised permanent agriculture 

 Tree-tiered forests 50m tall, home of ‘shifting cultivation’, nowt threatened by logging 

companies 

 West African rice exported to USA South by black slaves carrying rice seeds in secret 

Savannah 
 Connotes grassland but can also refer to regions with abundant trees.  

 Have distinct dry and rainy seasons, affecting plant growth and animal migration. 

Temperatures of 40° C are not uncommon, rarely below 20° C  

 Many grasses and trees, such as baobabs and acacias, have evolved to resist fires and 

droughts. Lions and zebras, elephants and rhinoceroses, follow seasonal rains. Highly 

populated especially in West African Sahel and parts of East Africa 



Mediterranean Conditions  
 Found on the southern tip as well as the northern coast of the continent, hence the attraction 

of these places for European settlers 

 These regions are the site of diverse forms of agricultural production  

 For example, South Africa, has everything from grain and yam farming to vineyards and 

orchards (and no malaria) 

Afromontane  
 Found in high-altitude areas, Cameroon and Guinea highlands of West Africa, the Ethiopian, 

Kenyan, Tanzanian, and Albertine Rift highlands of East Africa, and the Drakensberg highlands 

in the Southeast 

 ‘Verticality’ - Vegetation often occurs in vertical belts. relatively fertile soils, intensively 

farmers 

Lecture 2: The Colonial Encounter and its Legacy 

Examples of Pre-Colonial African Civilizations 
 Kush (Sudan) 2000BC-300AD: conquered Egypt in the 6th century BC 

 Karanga/Great Zimbabwe 1000-1700AD: built massive castles without mortar 

 Nok (Nigeria) 500BC-200AD: originators of iron technology 

 Axum (Ethiopia) 200-700AD 

 Christian Nubia (Ethiopia) 500-700AD: eventually overrun by Islam 

 Ghana (Mali/Guinea) 700-1070AD 

 Ashanti (Ghana) 1200-1900AD 

 Mali (Mali/Senegal) 1230AD-1430AD 

 Yoruba (Nigeria) 13th century 

 Hausa  (Nigeria) 1400-1830 

 Kongo (Congo/Gabon) 1540-1700 

 Mutapa (Zimbabwe) 1460-1700 

 Mossi (Burkina Faso) 15th century 

 Songhai (Mali) 1400-1590 

Characteristics of African Civilizations 
 Parallel growth to that in Europe (e.g. fragmented with rise and fall of many states), but with 

little contact with them until much later 

 Permanent settlement 

 Domestication of plants and animals 

 Established political structures 

 Use of iron, some gold 

 Long distance trade (not with wheels, this technology did not spread across the continent) 

 Some Islamic, and some with written scripts  

 Universities, such as those at Timbuktu and Jenne 



Phases of European Contact 
 1) Initial Contact and Trade (1450-1600): resulting from European search for maritime route to 

India. African contact was limited to coastal trade only. Trade was mostly in slaves, sugar, 

pepper, ivory, wax, and gold 

 2) Evolution of the Slave Trade (1600-1830): Began with Portuguese sugar cane plantations on 

Cape Verde/Madeira, then propelled by labor shortages in new Americas plantations and 

mines. Brazil and the Southern US became major destinations in the 18th and early 19th 

centuries. About 6-30 million transported. 

 3) Exploration of African interior (1830-1880): Important early explorers included Livingstone 

(Zambezi river), Mungo Park (Niger river), Heinrich Barth (West Africa) and Mary Kingsley. 

They reported to discovery societies in Europe, and were often interested in missionary work. 

 4) The Scramble for Africa (1880-1914): driven by increased need for raw materials in 

industrial Europe, beliefs of racial superiority and a ‘civilizing mission’, and mutual distrust and 

competition between European powers 

 5) Colonial Rule (1914-1960s): land taken over by European settlers or plantation owners, local 

labour forced or through taxes made to work for Europeans on plantations and mines, 

promotion of European language and culture in limited educational facilities, local economies 

reoriented for export 

Methods of Exploitation 
 Duel demand agricultural systems developed: often forced cultivation for western firms or 

landlords (prices crashed in 1930s), pushing subsistence agriculture out  

 In the settler economies, there was also direct seizure of best lands by European farmers 

 Under colonialism, local elites were ‘extraverted’, meaning they used the external links of 

colonialism to increase their power. These individuals treated colonialism as a ‘resource’. E.g 

West African middlemen in the slave period, mulatto elites in Guinea-Bissau, Angola 

Lecture 3: Decolonization and Independence 

The Independence Movement 

 Colonial regimes explicitly reproduced and legitimised social difference and inequality through 

laws, land ownership, schooling and so on 

 This was to have an important impact following independence 

 Cracks appeared in the colonial system after WWII, because of African soldiers fought for the 

allies, and this led to increased pressure from a new breed of African leaders and the masses, 

and beginnings of movements to grant independence among the European powers 

 The atlantic charter was also very important – promising self-determination for all peoples 

after the war 

 These early movements tended to meet stronger resistance in regions with stronger European 

settlement (South Africa, Zimbabwe, Kenya, Libya) 

 Elite Nationalism: led by pro-independence figures like Kwame Nkrumah in the Gold Coast 

(like many African independence leaders he was western educated). They established 

newspapers, parties, mass movements 



 Radical Nationalism: rebellions and uprisings such as the Mau Mau in Kenya. Protests against 

land and other inequalities since turn of the century. Actual guerilla attacks on the British 

began in the early 1950s 

History of Apartheid 
 Anglo-South African political groups lost control of national political power to Afrikaner (Dutch 

descent) parties in 1946 

 Apartheid called for the separate development of the different racial groups in South Africa 

 Prohibition of Mixed Marriages Act (1949)—barred interracial marriage 

 Immorality Act (1950)—prohibited sexual relations between different races 

 Reservation of Separate Amenities Act (1953)—set up segregation of train stations, buses, 

movie theatres, hotels, and many other public facilities 

 Bantu Education Act (1953)—set up a separate and unequal education system for blacks 

 Large-scale segregation was established in 1959 through the creation of ten homelands, a new 

version of tribal reserves. These Bantustans were self-governing, quasi-independent states 

 The Black Homeland Citizenship Act of 1970 enforced homeland, not South African, citizenship 

for some blacks, thereby skewing population and voting rights 

 Some 3.5 million black South Africans were forced from their homes 1960s to 1980s, most 

resettled in Bantustans 

 Similar events took place in Namibia on a smaller scale 

 The country continued its mining and other exports (with growing international hostility) 

The Aftermath of Decolonisation 
 Often there was a ‘pack up and leave’ mentality of some colonial administrations, as they 

didn’t own land or property 

 A significant problem was lack of effective trained leaders and bureaucrats, aside from a few 

‘handpicked’ new leaders who would not challenge European interests (Mobutu in Congo) 

 Lack of skills, capital and expertise made it difficult to maintain road, rail and other systems 

after independence 

 Political parties emerged, often leading to often one party states (there was little or no 

tradition of democracy) 

 Governments tended to be controlled by tiny elites (generally representing a single ethnic 

group), who padded out the civil service and ruled by charisma, shadow-state corruption or 

patronage. There was widespread resentment of rural populace against these African elites in 

the cities 

Lecture 4: The Modern African State 

Post-Colonial Governments 

 Often the rise of corrupt, kleptocratic governments was in part because traditional 

hierarchical systems of government/prestige originally based on clans was extended to an 

entire country 

 In addition, once in power leaders knew they had few options elsewhere and would probably 

have their property and family stolen/killed by their successors 



 Some states, like Ivory Coast and Kenya, attempted to remain closer to the west and pursue 

pro-capitalist growth 

 Other states were strongly socialist, and seven countries became Marxist-Leninist 

 Many of these states had strong links to Russia, now faded after 1991. The Soviet Union, while 

it had few historical connections with Africa, increasingly offered support and encouragement 

to African nationalists 

 Modern structurally adjusted ‘open’ economies. Massive loan packages and increasing foreign 

aid,  but privatization, commercial expansion, and a smaller civil service have a heavy price 

 One basic point is that African liberation fighters not always the best leaders of new nations 

State Failure 
 Political turbulence and ‘state failure’ have been common. Some say this has primarily 

economic motives (the resource curse thesis) others favor social explanations (dictators, 

tended to be powerful, charismatic men who did not make the best leaders) 

 This led to a “silent shift” (see Crawford Young) in international opinion went from praising 

freedom fighters to damning them as leaders of predatory or failed states 

 Real per capita GDP rose in most African countries during the 1960s and early 70s, stagnated 

for the next ten years or so, fell dramatically during the late 80s and early 90s, and then has 

been growing since then 

 South Africa is still dominant economically on the continent – large local demand for goods, 

good manufacturing capacity 

Contemporary Developments 
 There has been a recent retreat to localism and to ‘scaled’ governance arrangements 

(federalism, decentralization) 

 This does not always turn out so well, owing to less stringent monitoring and a tendency for 

central rulers just to appoint their cronies at local levels 

 Parliamentary/congressional elections have become more common, but are not always free 

and fair, and in many cases the same politicians or parties always win 

 Donor conditionalities. International pressures to democratize is very important (Rawlings, 

Ghana 1981-2000) 

 Continued growth in urbanisation and of an educated middle class calling for greater 

democratisation 

 Growing free press and freedom of information (especially mobiles, and the web, which are 

hard for governments to ban) – useful for both political and market information transfer 

Structural Adjustment Programs  

 Imposition of developmental loans conditional on policy adjustments: Lowered state spending, 

end to subsidies, trade liberalization, currency stabilization, privatization  

 Emphasis (especially recently) on installing good governance. "Africa needs not just less 

government but better government; government that concentrates its efforts less on direct 

interventions and more on enabling others to be productive" (World Bank 1989) 

 Effects: some successes, but widespread resentment and increase in poverty in the early years 

 In 2002, Structural Adjustment, increasingly gaining a bad name, was replaced by Poverty 

Reduction Strategy Papers 



 These has less policy imposition, some more input from recipient governments. But, many 

argue, still part of the Washington Consensus 

 There has also been some controversy that policy documents put out by governments were 

plagiarised, with little real effort to construct a good strategy so long as they get the money 

 Should African states replicate western principles of ‘good governance’ or forge a different 

path? 

Lecture 5: Sahel Case Study 

Climate and Soils 
 In the Sahel region, rainfall is spatially and temporally highly variable 

 Indeed, it seems that there is no true ‘equilibrium’ temperature, so no real ‘norm’ 

 It was originally thought that the Sahelian droughts of the 1970s and 1980s were human 

caused, but it is now thought that the fluctuations are related to changing ocean temperatures 

 “What is ‘normal' to the Sahel is not some annual rainfall total averaged over 10, 50 or 100 

years, but variability of the rainfall supply in space and from year-to-year and from decade-to-

decade. It is to this variability in rainfall supply, and not to its mean state, that most social 

systems have traditionally adapted, for example, through pastoralism, diversification of 

income, and mobility” 

 The droughts of the 70s and 80s led to the cessation of much agriculture of region and the 

death and slaughter of many animals, although death toll of people was not actually very high 

 “The African Sahel therefore provides the most dramatic example worldwide of climate 

variability that has been directly and quantitatively measured” 

Soil and Vegetation 
 In this region there are widespread sloped hills running from plateaux to midslope sandy soils, 

to silty and clay-rich valley bottoms; people tend to cultivate in the middle of slopes to get the 

best soils 

 Animal manure, dead plants and unused pieces of crops, termite mounds, and other inputs 

are used to various degrees for soil nutrients 

 Also nitrogen-fixing species, tree stumps, hard pans, laterites, termites, paillage, previous 

fertilizer additions etc. Millet is dominant crop 

 Rainfall in the region is fairly scarce and also unpredictable and patchy, thereby giving rise to 

widespread superstitions and practices related to attracting the rain 

 Crop cultivation, where it does occur, is very sparse, with large spaces between the different 

plants and trees interspersed 

Demographics 
 The population density of the sahel region is relatively high compared to comparable climactic 

regions elsewhere in the world, and is still growing fairly rapidly 

 The rate of growth, however, is diminishing, partly as a result of migration, partly birth control, 

and partly environmental constraints 

 Urbanisation has also dramatically increased in west Africa, from 14% in 1960 to a predicted 

63% in 2020 



Economy and Politics 
 The sahel region was perceived by Europeans to be unsuitable for settlement, but exploitable 

by colonial empires 

 As it turned out, however, there wasn't much that was found to be able to produced profits 

 However there were mines and plantations, especially in more coastal regions, and many 

people from the more interior regions were conscripted/coerced by colonial powers with very 

strict labour laws 

 Migration of workers from the interior to urban centres on the coasts and also in Nigeria 

continued to be important during the postcolonial period 

 Some people also try to get to Europe across the sahara, or move to Libya and morocco 

(reasonably stable and prosperous by African standards) 

 Algeria has not been such an attractive destination owing to political instability and hostile 

tribes in the south 

 AIDs is a problem in the sahel region, but it is not nearly so bad as in southern Africa 

Responses to Drought 
 Use of famine foods: inexpensive or readily-available foodstuff used to nourish people in times 

of extreme poverty or starvation. Such foodstuffs usually offer limited variability, are less 

savoury or tasty. As such, people often remain averse to them long after the immediate need 

to consume them has subsided 

 Income diversification through petty trade, handicrafts, labour migration, etc 

 Slaughter animals or sell them; reduce size of herds 

 Food and feed rationing and change in meal composition 

 Sale of domestic assets or even land 

 Move to areas far away from the regular grazing areas or search new grazing areas 

 Migration for relief aid or to cities 

Lecture 6: Agricultural Transformations 

Types of Agriculture 
 Subsistence farming: family should be able to produce almost all the goods it needs, usually 

without any “significant surplus” for sale. Usually with extensive use of land and long fallow 

periods. In an ideal situation land is abundant and population is generally small and sparse 

 Shifting cultivation: rotation of land rather than crops. Farmers cultivate a piece of land for a 

few years and leave it fallow for a long period to regenerate nutrients 

 Slash and burn agriculture: clearance of vegetation prior to cultivation for short periods (does 

not imply a fixed settlement) 

 Permanent farming: no fallowing takes place on a  plot, so agriculture is ‘intensive’ because 

nutrients have to be maintained in-situ, such as through fertilizers 

 Dual-demand systems: farming  that produces subsistence crops and market crops. 

 Commercial agriculture: producing crops purely to sell, for example tree-crop plantations for 

cocoa, oil palm, rubber, coffee, tea, cotton, groundnut; in Africa foreign interests are buying or 

borrowing land for food, biofuels and commercial production  



Approaches to Agrarian Change 
 1) Systems/Ecological approach: relationships between technology, demographics, 

environment, type of livelihood system and culture is examined; for example Ester Boserup 

1965 ‘Conditions of Agricultural Growth’ and Robert Netting 1993 ‘Smallholders, Householders’  

 2) Economic approach: focuses on the allocation of resources and farmer responses to 

markets and institutions, assuming individuals make rational choices about  their tools, inputs, 

and ways of farming. Social and cultural variables not considered deeply in this approach 

 3) Structural historical approaches: focus on changes over time, ownership and control of 

resources, commoditization of production, emergence of a peasant class, etc.  Commodity 

production usually deemed to be beneficial to owners of land and corporate interests 

 4) Livelihood thinking (see later) 

Differentiation Perspective  
 With increasing commoditization, peasants become more set apart in social classes; numbers 

of wage laborers increase over time 

 Cash crop production decreases the resistance of the agricultural system to stresses like 

drought or falling market price 

 There will be winners and losers in agrarian change 

 Exposure of farmers to market risks and potential bankruptcy 

Distinctive Peasant Economy Perspective  
 A distinctive class of small producers will always survive as their society commoditises, 

because they are more efficient and choose to opt out of markets and capitalism as much as 

possible 

 Small farmers know best. They generally have no need of capitalism, large scale agricultural 

schemes, and choose to produce little for the market for very good reasons 

 In times of market crisis, farmers retreat more to subsistence 

Diversification and Productive Bricolage 
 Diversification: “the process by which rural families conduct a diverse portfolio of activities 

and social support capabilities in their struggle for survival and in order to improve their 

standards of living” 

 Productive Bricolage: “the multitude of ways in which farmers enter into non-agricultural 

activities with the hope of realizing cash income, and also integrate subsistence agriculture 

with the production of crops for sale or barter” 

 The average share of rural incomes earned in non-farm sector activities is now 45% (Reardon) 

and higher in Southern Africa 

 Four ways in which diversification commonly occurs: ownership of livestock, by working for 

others, engaging in business activity, and long distance, seasonal or long-term migration 

 



Lecture 7: Development and Aid 

Early History of Aid 

 British Colonial Welfare Act 1940 

 French Fonds d’intervention pour le développement économique et social (FIDES) established 

in 1946, after postwar liberation of France 

 The United Nations Monetary and Financial Conference, Bretton Woods (1944) led to the 

establishment in 1946 of the IMF, the World Bank Group and in 1948 GATT  

 The UN Charter contained a provision to promote "International cooperation in solving 

international problems of an economic, social, cultural or humanitarian character" 

 This led to the creation of various UN Specialized Agencies: FAO in 1945, UNESCO and UNICEF 

in 1946, and WHO in 194 

 On the back of the Marshall plan, in 1948 Truman calls for aid to developing countries 

 This was largely because of a desire of the United States and its allies to prevent the Third 

World from drifting towards communism, and to stave of the old European imperialism 

 However, American aid was stagnating by 1958-9, until the establishment of Development Co-

operation Directorate in OECD (1960/61) 

Recent History of Aid 
 Ending of formal colonial rule: western desire to have ‘friendly’ new nations (ie non-

Communist)  

 UN development decade – 1960s  Human Development in UNDP 

 By 1970, Robert McNamara headed the World Bank, insisting on environmental and social 

responsibility in lending (and moving from projects to more programme lending).  

 Cold War fears escalate. Political turbulence in to 1970, and world oil crisis diminished aid; 

1973 revision of the US Foreign Aid Act: favoring technical cooperation rather than capital aid 

 The early 1980s saw the manifestation of the international Debt Crisis in many developing 

countries, causing a dwindling of ODA resources worldwide 

 In response to this, the ‘structural adjustment era’ began, with the IMF, IBRD and IDA all offer 

different types of aid, with policy reform conditions attached 

 This was based on a neoliberal ethos; privatize, efficiencies, trickle-down growth 

 Millennium Development Goals (2000) were an important moment, with many impressive 

targets, although it seems that few of these will be met 

 “ODA to Africa has been rising steadily over the last decade, from USD 15 billion in 2000 to 

USD 30 billion in 2004 and to USD 48 billion in 2009. Despite this increase, donors risk failing 

to meet their Gleneagles commitments made in 2005. In real terms (2004 USD, the basis for 

the Gleneagles commitments), overall ODA to Africa in 2009 was USD 38 billion, and an 

estimated USD 42 billion in 2010, USD 13 billion (or 24%) short of the target” 

 27 countries in Africa qualify for 100% debt relief under the Heavily Indebted Poor Country 

(HIPC) Debt Relief Initiative. Debt service relief by 2009 was $71 billion globally. Half of the 

funding is provided by the IMF, World Bank, and other multilateral organizations, the rest 

from creditor countries  



Types of Aid Bodies 
 International Organizations: Funds come from many different governments and banks, 

including the UN, World Bank, IMF, African Development Bank etc. Resultant economic 

packages, like structural adjustment, are heavily criticized 

 Government Action: Governments must maintain the evidence (illusion?) that human needs 

are being met and that development efforts are being made. Problems include duplication of 

effort, complex bureaucracy, nepotism, corruption, and dislike of rural postings 

 International NGOs: non-profit organisations that step in where governments can’t or are 

unwilling, or sometimes work alongside with government. Good at treating short term 

emergencies and problems, but there can be power struggles, duplication of effort, and 

problems if they are critical with local government policies 

 National and Regional NGOs: receive some funds from international donors, but generally face 

problems of staff training and competence and require strengthening 

 Bilateral Arrangements: developed nations form partnerships with African governments, 

providing loans or money in exchange for buying products and paying workers from the 

wealthy country; some of these have reduced with the financial crisis 

 Critiques are often based on the ethics of ‘tied’ aid (e.g. French aid supports French interests); 

new colonialism? 

Problems with Aid Projects 
 Good organization of projects is essential, especially listening to people and working with 

them (otherwise failure almost inevitable) 

 Financial accounting and limited life, many projects are not always flexible 

 Cernea has argued that “garbage in, garbage out: a bad project idea cannot be resurrected 

 Another important point is to use appropriate levels of technology – don’t try to leap too far 

beyond the levels currently used, as it generally wont work (e.g. no electricity or spare parts) 

 Many project fail. Many expect results too quickly, or expectations are too high. Rural 

development takes longer than a 3-5 year project 

 Fads can dominate, e.g. small enterprise development or political decentralization. Currently, 

human capacity development 

 Top down and bottom up strategies can be mixed but in many cases mistakes have led to 

distrust and failure of grand development ideals 

Lecture 8: Conflict and Minerals in the Congo 

Strategic Minerals 
 These are minerals that are essential for military, political or economic reasons. Many 

countries have stockpiles of these for emergencies 

 Relatively price inelastic: if prices rise, the amount demanded does not fall off much 

 Buyers will back rebel movements and governments (sometimes both sides) in the hope of 

maintaining a secure supply 

 In late 1980s  Zaire (now Democratic Republic of the Congo, or DRC) was the world's largest 

producer of cobalt, second or third largest producer of industrial diamonds, and fifth largest 

producer of copper. Large reserves of tantalum bearing ores, especially in the east 



 Rapid collapse occurred with political insecurities of the 1990s, but significant reserves and 

mining interests remain 

Tantalum Uses 
 Armour penetration and missile technology 

 Radiation shielding, including in nuclear reactors  

 Capacitors for 3rd generation mobile phones  

 Rocket motors 

Cobalt Uses 
 Superalloys, for parts in gas turbine aircraft engines 

 Magnets 

 Catalysts for the petroleum and chemical industries 

 Electroplating 

 Battery electrodes, including rechargeable batteries in hybrid cars 

Recent Concerns about Mining 
 Mineral resources are exploited by all factions to help finance internal wars,  or for personal 

gain, in east and south Congo  

 Widespread illegal exploitation of resources through confiscation, extraction, forced 

monopoly, and price fixing 

 Many mines are highly unsafe and worked by very poor persons or sometimes slaves 

 Exports of minerals out of the region relies on a great deal of bribery and illegal activity 

History of the Kivu Region 
 Rwandan control of Kivu region for tax tributes from the 17th century 

 Belgian Emperor Leopold’s gained control  over Congo in 1880s – early 1900s 

 When his genocide was exposed, the Belgian parliament annexed Congo, fixed the borders 

and asked the locals for tax to help support the colony 

 From 1920s, chiefs, colonial administration, European entrepreneurs, the army and the police 

seized land for coffee plantations, with locals often to work in semi-forced labour conditions 

 By the 1940s, the USA became a major trading partner for Belgian Congo, and took uranium, 

cobalt, manganese, mainly from Katanga province 

 Independence in 1960 led to political chaos, with CIA-backed Mobutu installed in 1966 

 In the 1960s-1970s (continuing to the present) in east Congo tribal chiefs, plantations, and the 

church offered people a measure of ‘protection’ from (unpaid) military and police and 

vigilantes who predated on travellers 

 In the late 1960s, Kivu’s plantation economy collapsed. By 1973 only 50 out of 900 trading 

farms remained. Political instability – plantation owners consolidated, to maintain $$, and 

offered ‘protection’ to workers.  

The Rwandan Genocide Aftermath 
 Following the Rwandan genocide in 1994,  Hutu refugees (some of whom were murderers 

themselves) fled to the neighboring Kivu region, into a situation where there was already a 

land conflict, and DRC troops ‘predating’ on local population 



 In 1996, Rwandan and Ugandan troops emptied the camps and occupied the region, claiming 

there were murderous rebels in the area (which was probably true to some extent) 

 These foreign troops supported the rebellion against Mobutu, led by Laurent Kabila, US-

backed. These troops (often predating on local people for resources) helped to overthrow 

Mobutu in 1997, bringing Kabila to power  

 Kabila soon fell out of favour with Uganda and Rwanda, who now supported a second 

rebellion against Kabila (and today against his son) 

The Current Situation 
 Rwanda and Rwandan-backed rebels still control the Kivu region, while Uganda controls to the 

north. Clashes between these rebel forces, and different factions continue, and are linked to 

competition over mining areas. Rwandese soldiers and Congolese rebels heavily involved  

 Conflict therefore is over 1) illegal occupations, ostensibly to stop rebel movements hostile to 

Rwanda and Uganda 2) Illegal exploitation of natural resources 

 The presence of Hutus in Congo may serve as a pretext for the Rwandan military/business 

elite to plunder Congo's rich resources 

 “With minor exceptions, the objective of military activity is to secure access to mining sites or 

ensure a supply of captive labour” UN report 2002 

 These mineral profits mainly go to armed groups (either through direct control, or taxation at 

checkpoints) 

 Coltan is shipped out under armed guard to neighboring countries. Parts of the West are 

complicit in illegal mining, with some trading companies turn a blind eye to mineral sourcing 

 Michael Nest argues all mining in DRC is violent – coltan no worse than gold or cobalt 

Lecture 10: Famine and Relief Industry 

Definition 
 Famine is commonly defined as "acute starvation associated with a sharp increase in mortality” 

 Some 39% of all reported premature deaths 1900-1990 globally came from famine, and 49% 

from civil strife and war 

 Simple famine model: Underlying causes (e.g. war) -> Trigger mechanisms (e.g. drought) -> 

Famine and hunger -> Feedback mechanisms (e.g. weakened institutions, labor shortage) 

Food Availability Decline Model 
 Supply of food presumed to be inadequate; identified with Malthusian thinking 

 This could be caused by natural factors e.g. drought, war, government failure 

 This causes a general decline in food availability, and hence famine 

 Solution:  Increase national/regional food availability (this explanation developed for 1960s 

Sahel famines, and was applied for much of the 20th century by many aid agencies) 

Food Entitlement Decline Model 
 Developed by Amaryta Sen in his 1981 book Poverty and Famines 

 “Famine results where access to food is reduced because of processes denying or lessening 

entitlement to food”   



 He developed this model following his analysis which showed that in virtually all twentieth 

century famines there was a sufficient supply of food in the region 

 Shifting the focus to vulnerability to food shortage, and to the entitlement to food 

 Sources of food entitlements: own food production, trade based entitlement, labor based 

entitlement ($ for work), inheritance and transfers (pensions, legacies), extended entitlements 

(remittances, gifts, charity) 

 Allocative rules of society determine who starves and who is poor – ethnicity, gender, class 

Famine policies 
 According to FAD model: Africa needs better markets, distribution, Green Revolution-type 

increases to food production (see earlier lecture); also consider population numbers 

 According to FED model: boost demand for food through tackling poverty – improve local level  

entitlements – tackle root causes of poverty and powerlessness. 

 Immediate famine relief during emergencies is always needed (as in Somalia this year)  

Controversies over Famine Relief 
 Humanitarian agencies are occasionally ‘unwitting pawns’ drawn into political and economic 

conflicts – e.g. Ethiopia under Mengistu mid 1980s, aid agencies were complicit in forced 

resettlement of thousands of people that the government wanted relocated to dilute regional 

resistance to their regime, while the agencies thought the resettlement was to help famine 

 Media manipulation: famine represented as a simple technical problem requiring more funds; 

often show misleading images 

 Burnout and stress disorders among staff 

Proposed Solutions 
 Catch famine before it can happen 

 Sen: boost entitlements through attacking poverty, promote democracy; argued this has 

worked in India 

 Keen, De Waal: use local institutions, intervene politically through international, government, 

and non government channels to shame corrupt and trigger-happy leaders to address famine 

if there is war and violence 

 But: what happens when there is no effective government, such as Somalia – do we support 

only certain groups (e.g. non-terrorists), or do we help all regardless of political situation? 

Somalian Situation 
 The total failure of the October-December 2010 rains (secondary season) and the poor 

performance of the April-June 2011 rains led to the worst annual crop production in 17 years 

 Given the seriousness of the situation, many people have been forced to leave their homes, 

with internally displaced people estimated at one million 

 It is very hard to access areas controlled by armed groups. Al Qaeda-inspired Shebab 

insurgents control some of the worst affected areas. The Shebab expelled foreign aid groups 

two years ago, accusing them of being Western spies and Christian crusaders 



Documentary Notes 
 Media images generally focus on the worst cases, the failures, rather than the many families 

who successfully manage to survive the difficult circumstances without resorting to relief 

camps 

 Most famines only affect a few percent of the population of the area (though this can be a 

large absolute number of people) 

 Most famine relief efforts focus on the small portion of relief that is provided internationally, 

rather than supporting local survival efforts 

 Very rarely do people actually starve: generally death is caused by war or disease 

 The way in which poverty is defined (e.g. income or HDI) makes a difference for what you 

focus on 

 Structural adjustment: has been criticised as leading to a cut of services and not really helping 

growth outcomes 

 Question about what should be done about commodity prices – maybe poorer nations should 

produce less and therefore lead to higher prices 

 Can you have development without democracy? Can you have democracy without 

development? 

Lecture 12: Conclusions 
 The physical environment of Africa – curse or blessing for development? 

 History of humanity in Africa: Islamic civilizations in the north and west Africa especially, long 

neglected in earlier studies of African history 

 Great regional diversity and difference of Africa: tradition and progress, modernity and pre-

modernity, rural and urban, rainforest and desert, language and cultural diversity; hard to 

generalise 

 Food and famines: mostly about distribution failures, hard to replicate the success of the Asian 

Green Revolution given erratic rainfall, lack of fertile soils, and different major crops 

 Development or neo-colonialism: “European powers had no right to exploit Africans and 

impose their culture on other people. But having been drawn into a more advanced civilisation 

Africans and other non-westerners have to master the new civilisation to strengthen 

themselves and benefit from the advantages”; many failed development attempts that ignore 

local conditions and environmental conditions 

 Land, forests and minerals: exploitation by foreign nations and corporations, sale of land to 

foreigners reduces local food production; dangerous conditions and pollution of mining 


